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Abstract
We demonstrate a novel application of green nanosilicas (GN), prepared via an environmentally friendly route, in removing
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Herein, we aim to establish GN as viable alternatives to traditional mesoporous silicas for
the removal of monoaromatic hydrocarbons (MAHC). The results show that the GN have high extraction efficiencies comparable
to those previously reported for mesoporous silicas. It was demonstrated that bespoke GN can be syntheised readily with the
ability to tailor their physical properties and MAHC adsorption. In order to understand the MAHC adsorption by GN, their
porosity, morphology and pore structure were characterised. It was observed that the combination of broad pore size distribution
and, in particular, the presence of meso- and micro-porosity in GN contributed to high MAHC extraction efficiencies and
selectivity. Although from a commercial viewpoint, further optimisation of GN is desirable in order to replace traditional
sorbents, this work clearly highlights a new family of “green” sorbents, which can be prepared with a substantial reduction in
secondary pollution with potential applications in selective gas separation.
Keywords VOC . Biosilica . Microporosity . Adsorbent . Mesosilica . Air pollution

1 Introduction
Porous materials are used in wide ranging applications such as
catalysis, separations, detergents, biomedical devices, chemical sensors, electronic devices and many emerging technologies [1, 2]. Inorganic porous materials have been extensively
employed due to their strong resistance to extreme conditions
that are typically encountered in catalysis and separations such
as elevated temperatures, high pressures and chemical attack
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[3, 4]. Recent literature has highlighted the widespread applications of mesoporous silica – an important class of inorganic
porous materials – for use in industrial, technological or domestic applications [5–7]. The popularity of inorganic porous
materials, especially mesoporous silica, is due to their unique
properties: well-defined, uniform and tunable pores, and ease
of “moulding” into nanoparticles, films and monoliths [8].
Extensive research has been conducted to tailor textural properties of silica including surface area, pore volume, pore-size
distribution or surface chemistry [5–7, 9–12], resulting in ordered mesoporous materials such as Mobil Crystalline
Materials (MCM-41) or Santa Barbara Amorphous materials
(SBA-15) [13–16].
MCM-41, with hexagonally arranged cylindrical
mesopores, large surface area and narrow pore size distribution, has arguably attracted the most attention of the scientific
community with uses in adsorption, separation, catalysis, or
environmental pollution control [5–7]. For example, porous
materials are used in a variety of environmental remediation
applications such as the removal of toxic chemicals from air,
in particular, volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which can
cause asthma or cancer [17]. These include monoaromatic
hydrocarbons (MAHC) such as benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and dichlorobenzene as important VOCs that are
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released from building materials such as wood-based products, paints, gypsum, floor finishes, glues, carpets, household
solvents, air fresheners and office equipment and, in addition,
human activities such as cleaning products, cooking and tobacco smoking [18–21]. A variety of methods are currently
used to improve air quality such as the use of porous sorbents
in the heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems [22]. To date, most commercial products pertaining to
VOC removal are based on polymers or porous carbons (e.g.
Tenax™ TA, Carbotrap®, Porapak® and Carboxen®).
However, recent research has shown that mesoporous silicas
such as MCM-41 are very efficient scavengers of larger VOCs
like MAHC when compared with industrial standards such as
Tenax™ TA [18, 23]. Aromatic molecules such as benzene
and toluene have shown strong interactions with silica surfaces [24] and with the ability to tune textural properties of
porous silicas, VOC adsorption can be improved [25].
Furthermore, silicas can be readily tailored by chemical modification to target specific VOCs or conditions. Indeed, a recent review has concluded that functionalised mesoporous
silicas are rapidly establishing as promising adsorbents for
VOC capture [26]. However, these materials are generally
prepared under harsh conditions and require long procedures,
e.g., elevated temperature, high pressure, strongly alkaline or
acidic solutions with preparations taking several days [27–29].
Another major drawback of these materials is the environmentally damaging conditions/ chemicals involved in their production, leading to secondary pollution – this only shifts the
pollution removal problem. It is therefore clear that greener
alternatives to such porous materials are required.
It appears that diatoms (microalgae) produce large quantities of porous, hierarchically ordered and nanostructured
biosilica, entirely under environmentally friendly conditions
with remarkable regulation, which is achieved by the use of
biomolecules (e.g. proteins, polysaccharides and small
amines) [28–31]. The understanding of the roles these biomolecules play in vivo has led to the invention of in vitro
bioinspired silica synthesis processes that adopt mild (green)
conditions by utilising analogues of biomolecules, called “additives” [30, 31]. Of particular importance here for gas separation is the ability of certain additives to control the porosities
of GN silicas, which potentially could have an impact on
selective adsorption that is typically required in VOC removal
[32, 33]. The synthesis of GN takes 5–15 min at neutral pH in
water and room temperature in contrast to 10–148 h required
for traditional mesoporous silica synthesis under highly acidic
conditions in a co-solvent (typically an alcohol) at elevated
temperatures (or lengthy procedures if performed at low
temperatures).
Utilising this knowledge, we have recently tested one GN
for the extraction of formaldehyde vapour from contaminated
indoor air [34]. The material was shown to provide an excellent alternative to conventional mesoporous silicas but

without the attendant secondary pollution that is often encountered, however, that paper reported the observations from only
one sample, as a brief comparison. In this study, we aim to
systematically evaluate GN as viable alternatives to traditional
mesoporous silicas such as MCM-41 for the removal of
monoaromatic hydrocarbons. We aim to go significantly beyond our proof-of-concept results from formaldehyde removal and as such, this work represents advancement in the following ways. Formaldehyde and monoaromatic hydrocarbons
(MAHC) are two distinct groups of molecules with different
polarities and hence their adsorption mechanisms are vastly
different. Formaldehyde is known to follow chemisorption
(e.g. requires amine functionalisation) while MAHC adsorb
via physisorption, which depends on the particular size and
arrangement of pores. This requires greatly different strategies
for their separation – we aim to understand these mechanisms
and design suitable GN by performing an in depth study devoted to tailoring the performance of bioinspired silicas
through synthetic strategies. Finally, a mechanistic understanding of the performance of bioinspired silica achieved
through extensive materials characterisation is presented.

2 Experimental
2.1 Chemicals & Reagents
Sodium metasilicate (Na2SiO3.5H2O), hydrochloric acid
(HCl) and toluene were obtained from Fisher Scientific;
pentaethylenehexamine (PEHA) and cumene were supplied
by ACROS ORGANICS, and Sigma Aldrich supplied ethylbenzene and dichlorbenzene. All chemicals were used as supplied without any sample pre-treatment.

2.2 Synthesis of GN
The GN materials were synthesised by modifying a previously published method [34–36] as described briefly
below. Sodium metasilicate was used as a silica source
and PEHA was used as the additive. To a neutralised
solution of sodium metasilicate in deionized water,
aqueous solution of PEHA was added. If required, the
pH of this mixture was immediately adjusted to pH 7 ±
0.1 by adding a few drops of 1 M HCl and rapid precipitation of silica was visible within one min. The resultant precipitate was collected after 15 min by filtration, washing three times with deionized water, and drying in air at room temperature. In order to allow clear
comparison with the literature reporting mesopores silica, the samples were calcined at 500 °C for 5 h, to
produce GN [37].
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2.3 Generation of VOCs in an Air Stream and their
Collection by GN

2.3.1 Analysis of Tenax-TA Sampling Tubes by TD-GC-MS

To generate a stream of air contaminated with selected VOCs,
a 20 dm3 dynamic chamber reported previously [18] was used.
A dynamic temperature-controlled oven (Kin-Tek Laboratories
Inc. model 491 M-B) was used to generate constant concentrations of selected VOCs (toluene, ethylbenzene, cumene and
dichlorobenzene) in air. Four gas chromatography (GC)
autosampler vials (with silicone seal tops) were used to store
1 cm3 each of toluene, ethylbenzene (EB), cumene, or dichlorobenzene (DCB). The GC vials were pierced with a GC syringe needle (18 gauge) to provide a controlled permeation
source, and the pierced vials were placed in the temperaturecontrolled oven. A constant air flow rate (200 cm3 min−1)
passed over the VOC sources held at 25 °C. Under these conditions, the emission rates of toluene, EB, cumene or DCB
were calculated as 13,643, 7221, 4939 or 3130 ng min−1, generating theoretical concentrations of 34.05, 18.02, 12.38 or
7.81 mg m−3, respectively.
To extract the chosen VOCs from the contaminated air
stream, tubes were packed with 100 mg of GN. Prior to packing the GN was mixed with 150 mg of glass beads (750–
1000 μm) to allow air to flow through the GN loaded tube
without generating an increased back pressure. The glass bead
and sorbent mix was held in the tube with glass wool and wire
gauze. These tubes will be hereafter referred to as ‘sorbent
tubes’. To ensure the glass beads, glass wool and wire gauze
did not adsorb VOCs from the flowing air stream the VOC
contaminated air stream was passed, at 100 cm3 min−1 for
1 min, through a sorbent tube which did not contain GN but
only glass beads. No VOCs were adsorbed by the blank sorbent tube containing only glass beads. The contaminated air
stream was then passed through commercial sampling tubes
containing 100 mg of Tenax™ TA; the universal benchmark
used in most dynamic air sampling campaigns. These tubes
will hereafter be referred to as ‘sampling tubes’ and were
prepared as described elsewhere [34]. Using a flow rate of
100 cm3 min−1 for 1 min average (n = 3) trapped masses of
2109, 406, 479 or 495 ng, of toluene, EB, cumene or DCB
with relative standard deviations (RSDs) of 1.0, 1.3, 3.1 or
6.4%, respectively, were determined by TD-GC-MS. These
masses will be referred to as ‘massnosorb’. Sorbent tubes containing GN were then placed immediately before the Tenax™
TA sampling tube and the experiment was repeated. The VOC
masses trapped onto the Tenax™ TA sampling tube were
again determined by calibration and mass losses were attributed to the adsorption of VOCs by GN. These masses will be
referred to as ‘masssorb’ Sorbent extraction efficiencies were
calculated as shown in the Eq. (1) below:
Extraction Efficiency ¼

masssorb
 100%
massnosorb

ð1Þ

The masses of VOCs adsorbed by Tenax-TA sampling
tubes were analysed using a Perkin Elmer Turbo Matrix
thermal desorption unit (TDU), Perkin Elmer GC and
Perkin Elmer Turbo Mass Gold mass spectrometer. VOCs
were desorbed from sampling tubes by rapid heating to
300 °C for 5 min and desorbed VOCs were focused in an
internal trap at −30 °C before the trap was heated to 300 °C.
An outlet split (5:95) was used to allow 5% of the trapped
sample to pass onto the GC column. The eluate was diverted
to the GC-MS using an inlet line temperature of 180 °C. A
Perkin-Elmer, SMS Elite (dimethylpolysiloxane, 5%
diphenyl) 30 m (0.25 mm internal diameter) column was
used and the oven was programmed with an initial temperature of 65 °C for 5 min before heating to 90 °C for 8 min.
Quantification of trapped masses was achieved using calibration: five sampling tubes were spiked with different volumes of a methanolic standard solutions introducing 100–
500 ng masses of each analyte into each tube.

2.4 Characterisation and Analysis
To examine the pore ordering within the synthesised materials, X-ray diffraction (XRD) profiles were recorded on a
Philips X’Pert Diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα radiation source and accelerator detector. Incident and reflected
Stoller slits of 0.20 were used with a programmable divergent
slit (a constant 10 mm sample footprint). To permit accurate
low angle operation, a knife-edge was placed 0.3 mm above
the centre of the sample to reduce low angle scattering. Care
was also taken to place the sample surface at the axis of rotation of the goniometer and for this the sample was situated
below the straight through beam and was raised slowly until a
beam of intensity was attenuated by 50% compared to the
straight through signal.
The specific surface area, average pore size and pore volume of GN were measured using nitrogen adsorptiondesorption isotherms using a Micromeritics ASAP 2420 instrument. Samples were degassed prior to the analysis for 6 h
at 200 °C. Experimental points obtained at a relative pressure
(p/p0) of 0.05–0.25 were used to calculate the Brunauer–
Emmett–Teller (BET) surface areas. A 30-point plot was used
to calculate the average pore size distribution of the materials
by using the Barret–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) model and the
total pore volume was calculated at p/p0 equal to 0.99.
Desorption isotherms were used to calculate the pore diameters. The micropore measurements were performed on a
Quantachrome Autosorb-1, which measures equilibrium pressures after the addition or removal of nitrogen from the system. The measurements were made using the adsorption
branch at minimum relative pressure of 10−5. Using nitrogen
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as the adsorbate allows pores down to 7 Å to be measured,
however, adsorption was found in pores smaller than this.
Determination of their absolute diameter was not possible as
the adsorption under these conditions does not represent
completely covered surfaces due to the spatial constraints on
the nitrogen molecules. The surface areas and volumes were
determined by using the t-method of Halsey for micropore
volume in the presence of mesopores:
2
3 1b

1
t Å ¼ a4   5
ln pp0

ð2Þ

Where,
t
a
b
p0/p

statistical adsorbed film thickness
Pre-exponential term = 6.0533 for nitrogen
Exponential term = 3.0 for nitrogen
Relative pressure

Typically, materials with micropores and mesopores show
two linear regions of monolayer formation where the intersection is a measure of the pore diameter (2 t). The upper linear
region represents the mesopore slope from which the
mesopore surface can be determined using the above equation
and the lower linear region represents the total pore slope. The
micropore surface Sμ is the difference between the BET surface and the t area St:
S μ ¼ S BET −S t

ð3Þ

3 Results and Discussion
Often benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene (BTEX) are
chosen for such studies, however due to the carinogenic properties of benzene this target was not included here. Instead the
study focussed on 4 typical indoor air pollutants with different
vapour pressures, hydrophobicity and one which was chlorinated. The chosen analytes represent a cross-section of typical
indoor air pollutants. The extraction efficiencies of GN or
MCM-41 adsorbents were carefully investigated for four
VOCs – toluene, EB, cumene and DCB. By studying high
concentrations, the sorbents are shown to work for both indoor
air remediation and industrial air clean up. Use of low concentrations was avoided as they might give a false impression
of efficiency/ability of the chosen materials to remove pollutants in real environments. It was discovered that GN30–11
removed all four VOCs (Fig. 1a) with extraction efficiencies
reaching over 60%. These are similar to those reported for
mesoporous silica [18], in spite of the lower surface area and
low pore volume of GN (discussed below). This observation
highlights the high selectivity of GN in VOC removal and

strongly supports the potential of GN as greener alternatives
of traditional porous materials.
Further experiments were conducted in order to examine
the breakthrough and dynamic capacity of GN30–11 by passing an air stream, containing all 4 VOCs together, through the
sorbent tubes (100 mg of sorbent in each tube) at 100
cm3min−1 for sampling times up to 120 min. VOC passing
through the sorbent tubes (i.e. not adsorbed) were collected
and quantified using sampling tubes containing Tenax™ TA.
The breakthrough values were calculated by taking the mass
of VOC that passed through the sorbent tube unretained and
dividing by the mass of VOC that was trapped by the sampling tube without any sorbent in-line. By convention, breakthrough was defined when percentage values were greater
than 5%. The general trend observed for all four VOCs suggested that for a fixed amount of sorbent (100 mg), the capacities of GN30–11 ranged between 500 and 2500 ng (Fig. 1b).
These appear to be lower than those reported for VOC adsorption using mesoporous silica [18]. It has been reported that
breakthrough typically depends on the sorbent surface area
[38]. It thus becomes clear that the lower surface area of
GN30–11 (58 m2 g−1) contributes to its lower capacity.
Tailored GN materials were prepared by systematically
varying the synthetic conditions in order to further investigate
this interesting phenomenon. This resulted in four additional
samples (Table 1) which were labelled GNα-βγ, where α is
the silicate precursor concentration used and β:γ is the molar
ratio of silicon to nitrogen. For example, a sample synthesised
by using 20 mM silicate and a 1:2 [Si] to [N] ratio will be
labelled GN20–12. The surface areas for these GN ranged
from 49 to 363 m2 g−1 and their VOC extraction efficiencies
and capacities were studied. Similar to GN30–11, these additional GN possessed VOC extraction efficiencies which were
comparable to or slightly better than those reported for mesoporous silicas (Fig. 2a) [18]. In order to understand the relationship between the physical properties of these adsorbents
with their functional performance, VOC extraction capacities
were normalised with respect to their surface areas.
Surprisingly, despite the low surface areas, the normalised
capacity of GN (80–450 ng/m2) (Fig. 2b) were higher than
those reported for mesoporous silicas (50–150 ng/m2) [18].
Since the GN presented herein exhibited a range of surface
areas, the VOC extraction results indicate that the performance of all materials could only be loosely dependent on
their surface areas, but without any direct correlation between
surface area or pore volume with the observed capacities as
seen in Fig. S1. These results suggest that there may be additional factors underpinning the VOC extraction.
In order to obtain further understanding of these results, the
chemical properties of GN and other silica used in previous
studies were compared. As both types of adsorbents were
obtained by a solution process with an identical final calcination step used for removing the organic molecules, the surface

Fig. 1 a Extraction efficiency and
b capacity per 0.1 g sample for
GN30–11 in VOC removal. T:
toluene, EB: ethylbenzene, C:
cumene and DCB:
dichlorobenzene

75

a

60
45
30
15
0
T

EB

chemistries (i.e. the surface distribution of siloxane Si − O −
Si, silanol Si − OH, and ionic siloxide Si − O− groups) of these
adsorbents are expected to be similar [34]. It is therefore reasonable to assume that chemical interactions between the
VOCs and sorbents would not be different for each type of
silica under consideration. However, there is a possibility of
differences in pore sizes, pore size distribution and pore
structure/ordering in the GN materials.
Nitrogen adsorption isotherms were recorded for the samples (Fig. 3a). MCM-41 typically has a narrow pore size distribution with an average pore size of 2–3 nm. The isotherm
shape of the GN was thought to reflect combined features of
type I and type II isotherms (Fig. 3a). The adsorption/
desorption isotherms show a significant adsorption of nitrogen
at very low pressure consistent with the presence of micropores. The gradual slope between 0.1 and 0.8 shows the filling
of non-specific diameter mesopores, resulting in very broad
pore size distributions for GN (Fig. 3b). The large volume
adsorbed between 0.9 and 1 represents the filling of the
inter-particle spaces. The observation of microporosity of the
GN is consistent with our previous reports on similar systems
[33]. Further analysis using the t-method of Halsay was performed to decouple the microporosity from mesoporosity (see
Experimental and Fig. S2 in Supporting Information for
details). The micropore size was calculated as 7 Å, while the

Table 1 Physical characterisation
data for GNs
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Extraction capacity (µg)

Extraction efficiency (%)
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2
1
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micropore surface area was determined to be 16% of the total
surface area.
The possibility of pore ordering was assessed using
Small Angle Scattering X-Ray Diffraction (SAS-XRD),
Fig. 3c. The GN XRD patterns indicated that all of the
newly prepared bioinspired materials were amorphous
with no pore ordering, which is reminiscent of a network of branched pores. The lack of an ordered pore
structure for the GN was further confirmed by
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), suggesting a
random distribution of pores (pore size ≈ 0.25–1.5 nm,
formed between primary particles, Fig. 3d) consistent
with the assignment of microporosity from the nitrogen
adsorption measurements. Low resolution TEM data also revealed that the secondary particulates have a
pseudo-spherical morphology with high levels of aggregation (Fig. S3). In addition to mesoporosity, the packing of these particles, which causes inter-particle porosity, explains the rather higher pore volume compared to
the materials with only microporosity and, hence, further supports the nitrogen adsorption results.
It is highly likely that the unique combination of broad
pore size distribution, disordered arrangement of pores and
the presence of meso- and micro-porosity in GN contribute
to their observed remarkable VOC extraction efficiencies

Sample

[Si] mM

[Si]: [N]

Surface area (m2 g−1)a

Pore size (nm)b

Pore vol (cm3 g−1)c

GN30–11
GN30–12
GN30–21
GN20–11
GN40–11

30
30
30
20
40

1: 1
1: 2
2: 1
1: 1
1: 1

58
49
355
363
260

broad
broad
broad
broad
broad

0.20
0.13
0.28
0.26
0.59

a

Calculated by BET model from sorption data in relative pressure range from 0.05 to 0.25

b

Calculated by BJH model from the adsorption branches of isotherm

c

Calculated from N2 amount adsorbed at a relative pressure P/P0 of 0.99. broad: no clear peak observed as can be
seen in Fig. 3

Extraction efficiency (%)
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This work presents the production of novel silicas using a
bioinspired green method. In the application of these materials
for adsorption of VOCs, their performance was comparable or
better with respect to benchmark mesoporous silica in terms of
extraction efficiencies (>60%) and capacity per unit surface
area (80–450 ng/m2). The results suggest that the performance
in VOC removal of the GN is related to their unique physical
properties such as a network of micro- and meso-pores, which
can be easily tailored. Furthermore, the preparation of GN
exhibits the advantages including the use of neutral pH and
room temperature conditions, rapid synthesis, and a substantial reduction in secondary pollution by the elimination of the
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be required before fully comparing GN with other sorbents
for VOC removal.
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and selectivity. Diffusional access to the pores is governed
by the pore size (e.g. increased diffusional access to micropores via mesoporous channels), the arrangement of the
pores (e.g. interconnectivity) will combine to make any porous material a better adsorbent for gaseous molecules.
Indeed, it has been reported that the presence of microporosity and interconnected pores strongly influence selective
adsorption of aromatic VOCs through stronger interactions
with micropores [39–42]. In particular, for porous silicas,
textural properties have been shown to play a crucial role in
VOC adsorption such that higher capacities can be achieved
due to the presence of a bimodal meso- and micro-porosity
[25, 43]. These reports explain why the VOC selectivity of
GN was significantly higher than that of mesoporous silicas.
Further, this also suggests that silica gels or macroporous
materials may be less suitable for removal of aromatic
VOCs from air. However, further in-depth measurements
and analysis of properties, economics and life-cycle will

Fig. 3 a Nitrogen adsorption
isotherm of GN30–11. b Pore size
distribution and c SAS-XRD for
GN. d Representative TEM
image of GN

GN30-21
GN40-11

dV/dr (cm3/g Å)

Fig. 2 a Extraction efficiency and
b typical normalised capacity of
GN in VOC removal

Normalised
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d
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need for organic solvents from the preparation method. These
advantages represent a significant progress since the complex
and lengthy process of mesoporous silicas has been a major
roadblock in delivering these materials to market in a costeffective manner. It is clear from the results presented herein
that GN form a viable alternative to traditional porous materials in gas separation and their unique features could be advantageous in a number of other applications such as catalysis.
By highlighting the strengths of GN, the present study also
identifies future developments for GN including the need for
further optimisation of synthetic conditions in order to improve physical properties such as surface area while retaining
their unique pore structures.
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